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Requirements of the
exhibition
During the exhibition we will:
●

show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled,
balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded

●

collaborate and cooperate with others on our team

●

kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers

●

identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity

●

construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity

●

explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources

●

be academically honest

●

use technology effectively and responsibly

●

carefully plan our research

●

become experts

●

responsibly and independently carry out research

●

reflect on what we’ve learned

●

carry out meaningful action

●

effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our
families, and to the school community

●

celebrate.
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What happens during the exhibition?
Getting ready! We will:
● learn about what the exhibition is
●

learn how we will develop expectations

●

create an essential agreement

●

agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.

Plan! We will:
● identify an issue/opportunity
●

recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity

●

explore our issue/opportunity

●

narrow down our issue/opportunity

●

formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.

Gather! We will:
● brainstorm possible resources
●

identify key vocabulary that will help us search

●

collect data and information by:
– searching for resources
– evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources
– recording which resources we used
– recording what we learned from them.

Organize! We will:
● sort our information
●

write a central idea

●

identify lines of inquiry.

Act! We will:
● reflect on what we have learned
●

brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning

●

choose an action

●

act

●

share our learning.
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ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS
EXHIBITION JOURNAL

1. I will Keep my camera on always
2. I will finish my tasks on time
3. I will not waste time
4. I will try and come to your classes daily
5. I will not interrupt your peers or teachers
6. I will listen to teachers
7. I will do what your teacher says
8. I will try try to meet mentor every day
9. I will finish the task given from your mentor
10. I will make sure that the information I am giving is right
11. I will give the bibliography for every website that i got the
information from
12. I will not copy anyone's information for my exhibition
13. I will be open-minded and flexible for new learnings during the
process journey.
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Responsibilities
Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here
is one example:
We, as students, promise to:
●

●

We, as adults, promise to:

work cooperatively

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

ensure everyone is participating

●

guide students through the entire
research process

●

help students access information
and resources

●

ask questions, suggest resources,
help interpret information and
facilitate interviews, if needed

●

develop and demonstrate the IB
learner profile

●

model the IB learner profile for the
students

●

record all resources we use

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

●

be responsible for knowing and
keeping all due dates

●

co-construct systems with students
so they can stay organized

●

set up extra work time when we
need it

●

check deadlines

●

be responsible for keeping track of
materials and research

●

consider meaningful action in
reaction to the learning we have
done

●

approve and support action plan

●

ask for help from our families, our
mentor, and our teachers when we

●

communicate regularly with
students, families, mentors, and
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need it

●

other teachers

reflect on our action and how well
we completed the research
process.

●

We, as students, promise to:

provide feedback to students at
every step along the way and
reflect on students’ efforts at the
completion of the exhibition.

We, as adults, promise to:
●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

help students access information
and resources

set up extra work time when we
need it

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

reflect on our action and how well
we completed the research
process.

●

provide feedback to students at
every step along the way and
reflect on students’ efforts at the
completion of the exhibition.

●

consider meaningful action in
reaction to the learning we have
done

●

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

●
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PLAN
Identify an issue/opportunity/passion
What are we interested in learning more about and working to help solve?
Fitness and innovation leads to a healthy lifestyle. Finding a way out by
creating a game that will help every age group to participate, have fun
and live a healthy lifestyle.

Testing your issue/opportunity/passion
Is your issue/opportunity/passion significant, relevant, local, global?
Yes it can be noticeable at a local and global level because it is necessary
for everyone to lead a healthy lifestyle.
My game can be started off by playing locally and finding out more
about people's need to maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Remember
What do we think we already know?
Games that cost no money and are free to play like tag games, hide and
seek, jumping, racing, dodgeball, dog and the bone, etc.
Explore
What is the form, function, and cause of our issue/opportunity/passion?
I thought that my project would be on golf because golf is my passion. I
started exploring a lot of golf. I found more things like rules and how to
play it and is it good for nature and the website.

Narrow
What specific issue/opportunity/Passion do we want to research?
I need to research different ways on how to recreate innovative games
for all the age groups to lead a healthy lifestyle.
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Formulate questions
What do we want to know?
I want to know more about innovative/recreational games which will keep
everyone fit and take care of their healthy lifestyle. Inventing eco-friendly
games.
Sort questions by key concepts
Which key concepts are helping us understand our issue/opportunity?
Key concept
● FORM
● FUNCTION
● CHANGE
● CONNECTION
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ORGANIZING THE INQUIRY

Transdisciplinary Theme
How we express ourselves

Central Idea
Innovative recreational games influence healthy lifestyles

Inquiry Into
● An Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas,
feelings, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and
enjoy our creativity.

Lines of Inquiry
1. Types of recreation
2. Impact of work, play and leisure
3. Innovation in recreation
4. Responsibility towards a healthy lifestyle
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Organize
Record resources used
●

Title/Name

●

Author/Creator/Owner

●

Where we found i

Write the central idea
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These
are called our concepts. They can only be one word and have to be true
throughout time, across culture and across situations.

● Impact of innovation and recreational games on healthy lifestyle
● Recreation or innovation can impact the responsibility of a healthy
lifestyle.
● Impact of healthy lifestyle on innovative recreational games.
● Impact of innovation games on healthy lifestyles.
● Innovative recreational games effect on healthy lifestyles
● Recreational games promote healthy lifestyles
Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the
learning we’ve done in one sentence.
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor.
Our mentor will initial each box below.

✅

Is it worth knowing?

✅

Does it inspire action?

✅

Is it neutral/value-free?

✅

Does it make sense in different contexts?

✅

Has this been true throughout time?
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✅

Is this true in other cultures?

✅

Is this true in other situations?

Identify lines of inquiry
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

23-26 Aug, 20

Discussing my passion.

27- 28 Aug, 20

Connecting my SDG goals with my topic.

28- 1 Aug, 20

Taking notes for our topic

1-4 Sept, 20

Choose our SDG goal. goal 9

4 -9Sept, 20

Conceptual questions

9-11 Sept, 20

Revisiting about our topic (virtual game)

11-20 Sept, 20

We got some examples by coding a game for fitness

20-24 Sept, 20

We were doing the tasks like the art is not a verb and
ideas for virtual game

24-29 Sept, 20

We completed our conceptual question

1 Oct, 20

We did more and more work like the journal art is not
a verb video reflection on virtual game and many more

1 Nov, 20

I reworked on my SDG goals goal no 3

3 Nov, 20

We had to rework on our final product to a innovative
game

5 Nov, 20

I researched more about innovative games
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

2 Dec, 20

We started our process journal

3 Dec, 20

We worked on Transdisciplinary themes, Central ideas and
Lines of Inquiry.

18 Jan, 21

We made the inquiry cycle

20 Jan, 21

I added all the work which was given in my drive

30 Jan 21

Started with my backward planning and my inquiry

1 Feb 21

I started with my Lines of Inquiry ‘s learning engagement

4-20 Feb, 21

Rework on the lines of inquiries and formative

26 Feb, 21

Finish the weekly diary

1 Mar, 21

Complete most of the process journal

6-15 Mar, 21

Correct the spelling and mistakes of you lines and inquiry
and formative

15-20 Mar, 21

We found lots of new words for your topic and put it in the
journal

20- 31 Mar, 21 We did all mistakes in the jornal and all lois and formative
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MY TIMELINE
Mar 22, 21

We reworked on the journal

Mar 25, 21

We did the action of the process journal

Mar 31, 21

Make sure that our formative 1 and 2 is done

Apr 1, 21

Make sure that your line of inquiry are complete

Apr 2, 21

Correct your process journal again for mistakes.
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CONCEPTS
Form
What is it like?

Function
How does it work?

Causation
Why is it like it is?

Change
How is it changing?

Connection
How is it connected to other
things?

Perspective
What are the different points
of view?

Responsibility
What is our responsibility?

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your
exhibition inquiry.

Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry
process.

PERSONAL QUESTIONS
● How can i relate my topic with my issue
● Is it possible that i can find out more ideas for my product
● Is it possible that recreating and innovation can connect with my
product
● Will there be more SDG goals that i can be suitable for my topic
● What type of recreation is this topic that am doing
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De Bono’s Thinking Hats

Express your understanding on the basis of
De Bono’s Thinking Hats
This is about facts information of a detail like in
websites you find many information of any topic
they give it in full detail so anyone can
understand
This is connect to my topic because i need to find
facts from websites or interview
The yellow hat is about positive things like
something good happen to you, like you passed
the expedition or you won a match or a lottery
This is connect to my topic because this hat is
about positive and our topic is also positive

Negative this is about bad feeling that
happened to you, like you failed on your exam
and you are thinking only about it
This is connect to my topic because
sometimes things do not go as planned
Feelings this is about all the feelings you get
like angry, sad, happy etc
The feelings help my topic like if i am happy i
write well and my good mood sets in and i
complete my work on time.
Creative- this is about the creativity you have
to create something like a flying drone or car
and using your full creative
Creativity helps me by innovating ideas for my
end product.
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This is about understanding -you have to
understand
what
people
are
saying.
Understanding what happened and seeing
what's happening around you.
This helps me in understanding what is the
issue and opportunity of the progress.

Indicators:

White: Knowledge
Yellow: Positive
Black: Negative
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Red: Feelings
Green: Creative
Blue: Understanding

My personal SDG is
Goal no 3: Good health and wellbeing
Good health and well being, according to me,
means an overall well being of a person.
Be it his physical, social, mental, emotional or
spiritual well being.If we take care of ourselves
and educate ourselves we will be well prepared
in the long run to take care of our healthy
lifestyles. It will help the community or even a
nation as well.
I choose good health and well-being because due to pandemic many
people are at home and it gets challenging for them to take care of their
well-being. They need to be made aware about the benefits of living a
healthy lifestyle. SO i have thought about creating a game which can help
all the age-groups to participate and have fun, which will help them to be
fit and concentrate on their well-being.

My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)
• express

• inform

• persuade

• entertain

• instruct

• any other

Function
Express
Inform

Explanation
Express the world by making a
game where anyone can enjoy
Inform the world that there is a
game where anyone can play and

you don't need to spend anything
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Entertain
Inform

Keep the presentation little fun so
people can enjoy it
We need to inform people that we
can use fitness without spending
money and hurting and it is eco
friendly
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Considering your issue/opportunity

Is your issue/opportunity significant?
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world?
It is very important to the world because fitness can be done by anyone, anywhere and
any time and we need to lead a healthy lifestyle. Having a healthy lifestyle can make us
physically and mentally strong.

Is your issue/opportunity relevant?
How is the issue/opportunity connected to your life?

It is connected to my life because fitnes is a part of everyone's daily routine. And one
must find ways to lead wellbeing. Fitness is something which I ignore often and I want
to do something which will help me and also it will help others.

Is your issue/opportunity local?
How are people around here affected by your issue/opportunity?

People do not take care of themselves. They do not focus on their fitness and do not
follow a healthy routine which makes them fall sick and they face many problems.
Due to Pandemic many people were affected as they couldn't help themselves in their
physical, mental, emotional, social and spiritual wellbeing.

Is your issue/opportunity global?
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the issue/opportunity?
Because of this pandemic many industries have been affected and closed which has led
to losing many people's jobs and even making some of them homeless. But, on the other
side some industries like pharmaceutical, farmers have been doing well because that is
the need of the hour for the people.
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Gather
Brainstorm possible resources
Where can we go to answer our questions?

Digital resource, Print media (books, magazine, newspaper), Articles, People, Videos,
Ebooks, Fun facts, etc

Identify key vocabulary
What words do I need to search with to find the right information?

Innovation, Recreation, Leisure, Wellbeing, Process, Fitness, Solution, Maintain,
Lifestyle, Physical, Mental, Social, Eco-friendly, Spiritual, Emotional, etc.

Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used
Which people, print, and digital sources can give useful information?
Specify.

Guest speaker, Wikipedia, Ebooks, Epic, Google, Yahoo, Magazines,
Books, newspaper, articles, etc
Record data

What is the author/interviewee telling
me?

They are telling me what they do
during their leisure time and how
they connect recreation to their
passion.

What am I learning?

How fitness helps us to lead a
healthy lifestyle.

What is important here?

Innovation and Recreation

Am I using my own words?

Yes
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Resource Organizer

Inquiry into: An Inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express
ideas, feelings, beliefs and values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend
and enjoy our creativity.

Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all the
details of each resource once you have discovered it.

Places

Where
Would you go to find
out? List two places

Internet

How would the
internet help you find
out more? List two
useful websites.

People

Who would you
interview? List two
people & include contact
details for them

Artworks

What artworks
have been created? They
could be sculptures,
symbols, painting, photos,
cartoons.
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Books/
Magazines
What would you read
to find out more? List
three publications.

Other

Locate another
resources that would
be useful in helping
you to discover more.

Specify by illustrating any 3.
People

Internet

Books

I would interview the
guest speaker

Wikipedia and
britannica

Mr. Samit
Miss. Ameeta
Miss. Sharanya

These two websites
helped me alot when I
was stuck.

Fit and fun
Exercise
Fitness community
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These were the books
which i read and got
information for my
topic

Brainstorm possible resources
Where can I go to answer our questions about…………fitness ……….?
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask:
● Is this source credible?
● Is it believable?
● Should I trust it?
● Does it answer my questions?
What people can I interview and learn from?
Consider experts and people with experience
I have interviewed Mr. Samit, Miss. Ameeta, Miss. Sharanya, Miss.
Anuja, My family, friends and relatives.
What print resources can I learn from?
Consider books, magazines, newspaper
DNA, Health and fitness magazine, etc
What digital sources can I learn from?
Consider eBooks, databases, specific websites, videos, articles &
apps/tools etc.
We can use book epic as an example and also speechfy and wikipedia,
etc
Books - Exercise, Fit and Fun, Fitness crash, Healthy communities
web sites - epic https://www.getepic.com/,wikkepidea
https://www.wikipedia.org/ ,google https://www.google.co.in/ ,
britannica https://www.britannica.com/
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SORTING OUT AND GOING
FURTHER

What have I learnt so far?
I have learnt that we can make an innovation by recreating and to find out the solutions
for our problems like you can create a game where it can solve the problem and help
people to maintain their healthy lifestyle.

The best ways to explain my understanding

My passion is about fitness and recreation, as well as innovation. Our topic is about
focusing on fitness and learning how fitness is connected to innovation and recreation,
and how fitness can lead to a healthy lifestyle. People can find different ways to express
their understanding about recreation and innovation.

What do I still need to find out?

I need to find out different ways how people can focus on their healthy lifestyle and wellbeing by creating an innovative game.
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ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF
MY UNDERSTANDING

Mind map central idea
we need to find outs the
subjects that can connect
fitness like yoga art etc

Mind map fitnes
we need to find out the
synonyms of fitness like new
words and the understanding
for fitness
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Mind map recreation
you need to find out what do
you understand about
recreation and write the
words and understanding or
synonyms

Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn
Diagrams etc.)
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REAL LIFE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE
Many people are facing obesity and health problems which are
affecting their daily living and which causes them to deprive
themselves from taking care of their well-being.
One such example is that due to the pandemic many people have
been indoors which has drastically affected their physical and social
life, because of which their mental and emotional well-being is being
affected.
The pandemic and virtual learning has also affected me as my
physical, mental and social life became imbalance which in turn
affected and made me emotional. I would hardly get any time to do
any physical activities due to virtual learning. But somehow because
of my passion project and the SD goal no. 3 Good health and wellbeing which I choose has helped me to focus more on my well-being
and how I can help people by being more active through various
innovative games and how we can recreate it which will help them
to lead a healthy lifestyle.
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REFLECTING AND TAKING
ACTION

The most striking feature of my learning

Act
Action
What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas do I
understand better now?
I have developed my Thinking skills, Research skills, Communication
skills, Time Management.
The big idea that I understand is that we have to be more innovative and
try to recreate which is sustainable and eco-friendly.
What are all the ways I could put that learning into action?
I will create an innovative game for all the age groups, which they can
play anywhere and anytime.
What idea will I choose to act on?

I will recreate the Penalty Box into a sustainable product which will help
everyone to be fit and lead a healthy lifestyle.
What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action?
So first we need to think what's out topic then once you have understood
what's out topic, you need to make ideas for your action then choose the
best idea and turn that idea into your action but it needs to have the SDG
goals.
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What are the next steps that I could do into future to take this action
further?

I can be prepared to make this game go viral and make it a trend just like the other
games.

Share the exhibition

How will we share our learning? What do we need to do to get ready?
We can share our learning with our friends and family, make a presentation, make a
poster, put it in social media where everyone can see.
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Action
Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action?

Action
Doing: Done
something? Given?
Helped? Turned off?

Thinking: Thought
differently? Changed
your mind? Wondered
Inquired?

Feeling: Have you
empathized? Have you
felt differently?

Having: Do you have
more of something?
More respect? More
determination?

Saying: Have you said
something? Informed
someone? Informed?
Discussed? Debated?

Being: Have you been
a different person?
Changed behavior?
Been more respectful?
Been more patient?
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Exhibition Product List

Video - Exhibition Journey
Game - Recreating an equipment for overall well-being
Interview - LOI 1 & 2
Recording - Physical activities for well-being
Survey - LOI 1
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Objective

Learning
Engagement

Monday
10 Sep, 20

Start discussing Researching
our passion and about the our
find out our
topic
topic

Tuesday
20 Sep, 20

We start
We make it more
working on how morden and
our topic will
better
affect the world

We make a
document
Wednesday
where we roth
23 Oct, 20
what will
happen
Matching it with
our sdg goal
Thursday
26 Oct, 20

Identify the rings
what can it do

Learning
Outcome
I learned to
explore the
possibilities of
my passion
which is Golf
We come out
with a golf
screen
I made a
document and
filled ti

Find the sdg glow We couldn't find
which it can
any
relate with your
object

finding out
find out ides for
indoor golf

Friday
27 Oct, 20

Saturday
2 Nov, 20

Re thinking of
the topic

I managed to
finished the
work

Think again about We switch to
the topic
virtual game
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Objective

We got goal no
9

Reflect on ideas
on verchual
games

We managed to
finished and got
a idea of coding

Make your
conceptual
question s from
the key concepts

We completed

To find the
answers to the
conceptual
questions

Solve the
conceptual
questions

Managed to
answer all of
the questions

To rethink out
topic

Modify out main
topic

Turn in to
innovation
finally

To finding out
the td theme

Maching out topic We chose how
with td theme
we express our
self

Matching with
sdg goal

Tuesday
20 Nov, 20

Reflection on
the virtual
game

To make out
Wednesday the conceptual
4 Dec, 20 questions

Friday
12 Dec, 20

Saturday
14 Dec, 20

Learning
Outcome

Mach you topic
with a sdg goal

Monday
14 Nov, 20

Thursday
12 Dec, 20

Learning
Engagement
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Monday
8 Jan, 21

Objective
To complete
logo

Complete the
logo

To make our
central idea

Make your own
central idea for
your topic

Tuesday
10 Jan, 21

Wednesday
11 Jan, 21

Thursday
15 Jan, 21

Friday
3 Feb, 21

Learning
Engagement

To create your
line of inquiry

Learning
Outcome
We created our
own logo

We created our
own it is
Innovative
recreational
games
influence
healthy
lifestyles
Create your own We have
line of inquiry for created 3 line
the topic
of inquiry for
our topic

To make you
inquiry own
cycle

Start to create
your inquiry
cycle with your
own style

To start filling
the checklist

Fill the checklist
wit your work
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i created mine
by using
synonyms Engage,
Discover,
Organise,
Reflect,
Create
I start to
complete my
checklist

Saturday
15 Feb, 20

To rework on
sdg gole

Find a suitable
sdg gole
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We got gole no
3 good health
and well baing

WEEKLY DIARY

Learning
Engagement

Learning
Outcome

Day/Date

Objective

Complete the
work in process
journal

I did some work

Monday
2 Mar, 21

To complete
process journal
work

Complete the
backward
planning

I finished it

Tuesday
8 Mar 21

To complete
the backward
planning
To start with all
the lines on
inquiry work
and formative
and the taks

Began working on I managed to
the tasks for the
complete
lois and the
formative

Wednesday
30 Mar, 21
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VOCABULARY
Word
Innovation

Meaning

Leisure

The action or process of innovating and creating
something new.
Taking a break from work.

Recreation

Recreating something or engaging or leisure .

Remix

Recreating a music, art or a song.

Wellbeing

Mentally

The experience of heal and prosperity will be
the experience of heal and prosperity.
An acceptance that something exists or is true,
especially one without proof.
Getting things done (Controlling things or
people).
In a manner relating to the mind

Social

Social- Meet and spend time with other people

Proses

Proses- written or spoken language in its
ordinary form, without metrical structure: ‘a
short story in prose’
In a way that is likely to have a strong or farreaching effect:

Beliefs
Management

Drastically
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE
VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT

Word Splash

Innovative,
Recreative, Wellbeing (Physical,
Mental, Emotional,
Social, Spiritual),
Leisure

I found new words and started using them. It helped me in the lines of
inquiry and formative and most of my work which is related to my topic.
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MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE:

● I will be presenting my work on Loom.
● I will give a Live presentation of my recreated product and
a few activities which we can perform.
● I will show my Inquiry Details on the powerpoint
presentation.
● I will show my understanding about my formative and
summative assessments.
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PHOTO GALLERY
● The following pages are for you to record what you do
throughout the exhibition.
● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing,
stickers and items from your exhibition process or any
other interesting memorabilia.
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PHOTO GALLERY
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Self Assessment
Approaches to Learning
THINKING SKILLS:

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

Critical-thinking skills
Creative-thinking skills
Transfer skills
Reflection/ metacognitive skills
SOCIAL SKILLS:

Developing positive interpersonal
relationship and collaboration
skills
Developing social-emotional
intelligence
COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

Exchanging-information skills
Literacy skills
ICT skills
SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS:

Organization skills
States of mind
RESEARCH SKILLS:

Information-literacy skills
Media-literacy skills
Ethical use of media/information
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SELF-ASSESSMENT IB
LEARNER PROFILE
Am I an
Inquirer?

I am not
curious so I
do not ask
any
questions.

I sometimes
ask questions
but they do
not always
have to do
with what I
am studying.

I ask questions
that help me to
learn more
about the topic
I am working
on. I enjoy
learning new
things.

I carefully
think about
how I should
form a
question to
receive an
informative
answer. I want
to learn about
lots of things.

Am I
Knowledgeable?

I know a few
things that
interest me.

I have some
knowledge of
the things
that interest
me, but I
believe there
are more
things I could
learn.

I know quite a
few things. I
enjoy different
subjects and I
am eager to
learn.

I have a good
knowledge of
many things. I
am interested
in a wide
range of
subjects and I
cannot wait to
find out more
about them.

Am I a thinker?

When I do not
know what I
should do, I
always ask
the teacher
right away.

I usually try
to find a
solution to a
problem on
my own. I ask
the teacher to
make sure I
have the right
answer to the
problem.

I try to solve
problems on
my own. I can
make
decisions.

I always think
carefully what
I have to do to
solve a task. I
look for
different
solutions and
make
suggestions.

Am I a
Communicator?

I find it
difficult to
explain what I
mean, when I
talk.

I try to talk to
people, I
sometimes
use the wrong
words.

When I talk
others
understand
what I mean.

I can follow
instructions
and
understand
descriptions
without
difficulty.

Am I Principled?

I often have
arguments
with my
friends. Adults
at school
often have to
remind me
the rules

I know how I
should behave
and what the
school rules
are, but
sometimes I
have to be
reminded.

I behave in an
appropriate
manner during
both lessons
and breaks. I
rarely have
disagreements
with my
friends.

I always try to
do the right
things, even
when there
are no adults
watching me.
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Am I OpenMinded

Everyone
should agree
with me and
do as I say.

I know that
not everyone
thinks the
same way as I
do.

I understand
that people
think and
believe in
different
things. I do not
think that
people are
wrong because
they do not
agree with me.
I try to be
considerate of
others and help
my friends. I
try to make
others happy.

I am
interested in
trying to
understand
how someone,
whose opinion
differs from
mine, thinks.

A I Caring?

I expect
others to help
me.

I help others
when asked.

Am I a RiskTaker?

I do not like
to do things I
have not tried
before.

Sometimes I
try a new
experience or
activity, but I
usually want a
friend to try it
before I do.

I enjoy trying
new
experiences
and activities. I
think of ways
to change
things and
make them
different and
new.

I understand
that I have to
do different
things at
school, but I
would rather
only do the
things I like.

I like doing
different things
at school. It
makes me feel
good. I think
that learning
different things
makes me
grow as a
person.

I love trying
new
experiences.
They challenge
me. I have the
courage to
defend my
opinions when
they differ
from my
friends.
I have many
interests and I
am completely
focused. I try
to vary my
activities and
do different
things.

Am I Balanced?

I only want to
do the things
I like.
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I think it is
important that
everyone feels
good. I care
about others
and always try
to help them.

HEAD, HAND & HEART
REFLECTION

Exhibition no easy at all; this thing
was so difficult. It was like ok I
never ending exam It was so so so
difficult that it took me a lot of time
to complete it but now I completed
it it was pretty first journey to be
honest loading more more things
about my exhibition and my product
is you know so it was a fun fun
process as well as well but difficult
mind exhibition is no easy

I did was helpful was that I help
myself to get ideas for a product in
National use my thinking skills
listening skills and absorbent fail to
find out how do we create and
innovate things and as well as new
words to relate proud topic fitness
and learn more about how it is
connect
with
Innovation
and
Healthy lifestyle

Field that I have worked very well in
the process I have gone so so so far
with this stuff exhibition and
managed to complete most my
work and as well as the process
journalism so ja be IPL proud of
myself so ahead I feel so happy
because I have achieved that thing
this come almost impossible and it
is so so so difficult that I thought
the first date how do I complete this
but I nailed it
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POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME
AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA

●
●
●
●

Types of recreation
Impact of work, play, and leisure
Innovation in recreation
Responsibility towards a healthy lifestyle
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Success Criteria (Summative)
Task: Pick anyone peer and write success criteria based on how they could speak
and explain their passion project.
LO: To be able to make a successful success criteria
Peer chose: Naveea, Ayaan, Isha, Prithveer
Tool: Checklist
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I will assess my learning in the following ways:
Formative Assessment:
I have used the following assessment tools for my formatives:
Formative :
Checklist
Able to work independently

Yes

Able to follow Time-management

No

Able to use Research skill

Yes
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GENERAL FEEDBACK

Parents:
Cherry Dhankani: I am so proud to see my son Josh these past few
months as he prepares for his PYP5 Exhibition.
Seriously, I have never seen him work so hard for something that he is
passionate about.
Of course there are times when he almost breaks down and so stressed
out that he wants to give up but, nevertheless this experience has given
him a sense of responsibilities and how to solve any queries and
problems himself because I know I have not helped him in any sort.
I really appreciate the effort and guidance given by his mentor Miss
Januarita, always helping him and encouraging him, he speaks quite
highly of you .
lastly,all the best to you my son!just give your best shot…I know you
tried your best !
Home Room Teacher: (Miss Micheala)
Josh, you have done very well and come a long way in the process and
journey. You have taken a keen interest in the topic and shown a great
deal of research. You have used all your skills to the best of your ability.
I am proud of your journey and the process that you have put down.
Brilliant efforts overall and your hard work is very well noted!
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GENERAL FEEDBACK

Mentor: (Miss Januarita)
This is my first year as a mentor and to my surprise I have got this
batch of learners whom I had never got a chance to interact with.
Josh has been an inquirer and knowledgeable. He has the potential in
him with good communication skills. Initially Josh was a little lost as to
what is to be done in the whole process. He started off slowly, I had to
give him many examples so that he could understand the motive behind
the exhibition along with keeping the SD goals in mind. As we progressed
Josh really pulled off very quickly which made me realise that Josh is a
kinesthetic and Visual learner. He has given his best and has got adapted
to my way of teaching and explaining him. I appreciate all his efforts
which he has given and also would like to thank Miss. Sumyaka and Miss.
Bushra to help and guide in this entire journey.
I would also like to thank Josh’s parents who were always available
when I needed help. All the best Josh for your Future! God bless!

Peer: (Naveea)
Josh has creativity and when he does work he gets creative. Josh is an
inquirer as he always asks questions when given tasks and gets curios
which is good. Josh is a thinker as he always researches with a video or
an article.
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Self:
At the beginning I was very excited for the exhibition as we had to relate
it to our passion. But as we progressed it became challenging and I have
been working on my passion project since the month of August. I'm proud
of myself that I have learned a lot by researching various innovations
and how to recreate. It has been a long journey for me with many ups
and downs. I have climbed the ladder of success and achieved many
things. During the exhibition process I felt that I was giving one of my
toughest exams in my life as we had to do a lot of inquiry which has really
helped me to learn, grow and know more about well-being and its types.
I sacrificed my time so that I can give my best during the task and meet
my mentors during and after school hours and also during the weekends.
I am proud to be honest because my parents have seen me for how
much time I give for my inquiry. I appreciate all the help which I
received from my PYP- coordinator Miss. Bushra, My Homeroom teacher
Miss. Micheala, My Mentor Miss Januarita and also Miss Sumyaka for
helping and guiding me throughout this journey. I would also like to
thank my parents for believing in me and supporting me.

GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.
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